Cocultures of fetal and adult cardiomyocytes yield rhythmically beating rod shaped heart cells from adult rats.
Different models of isolated cardiomyocytes are generally used for biochemical, biophysical, and pharmacological studies. Fetal cardiomyocytes can be easily cultured for several weeks regaining their ability for rhythmical and synchronous contractions. For investigations, differentiated myocytes derived from adult hearts are closer to the in situ situation. Unfortunately, these cells at best exhibit irregular and asynchronous contractions at very low frequencies. Already 1 d after seeding calcium-tolerant rod-shaped adult cardiomyocytes on a suitable substrate, the differentiated cells begin to dedifferentiate forming a confluent monolayer. After 7-10 d their beating activities are like those of fetal cells. Therefore, we tried to combine the advantages of both cell types to achieve fully differentiated cardiomyocytes, rod-shaped and rhythmically beating, isolated from adult hearts. Using contractile fetal cells as a substrate for the adult cardiomyocytes, freshly seeded differentiated adult myocytes are paced by the contraction frequency of the fetal monolayer. As a consequence, the rod-shaped adult cardiomyocytes reach frequencies of more than 140 cycles/min without external electrical stimulation. This model enables us to study cardiomyocytes in a state very similar to the in situ situation with respect to morphology, integrity, and contractile behavior.